Individual differences inherent in human perceptual and behavioral data pose challenges for researchers who aim to develop standardized models of phenomena and procedures for normative assessment. A common approach used when modeling individual variation is to adopt criteria for identifying and excluding the individual data of outliers. We present investigations that use an alternative approach for analyzing response variation, which makes use of individual differences in data, to define a robust process model of both response variation and the information shared by individuals in a group. Crowdsourced perceptual identification tasks and formal analysis methods -Cultural Consensus Theory (CCT) -are employed to evaluate participants' responses to transcription tasks, towards the aim of digitizing approximately 23,000 handwritten pages of an irreplaceable cross-cultural color categorization survey by Robert E. MacLaury. Preliminary results show (1) utility of several original crowdsourced tasks for database transcription, (2) the appropriateness of CCT as a formal model for aggregating transcription data, (3) novel ways of addressing "expertise" using CCT analyses, and (4) the accurate derivation of correct transcription "answer keys", suggesting the potential for CCT methods to contribute to accurate transcription results even in the presence of large individual differences in participants responses. Research presented suggests that crowdsourcing in conjunction with CCT considerably reduces, without loss of accuracy, the number of participants needed for expeditious transcription of large, handwritten, corpora.
Introduction
Identifying patterns of results across individuals, especially in cases where participants perceptual or behavioral data varies greatly, requires principled procedures be used to analyze group data and to develop normative models of behavior. One challenge such procedures must address is defining what constitutes individual variation (and individual "expertise") for particular phenomena, when very little may be known concerning what is typical for specific kinds tasks or judgments, or specific sets of questions. This paper describes novel use of data aggregation procedures originally developed for evaluating general knowledge and information domains across groups of individuals where the underlying correct answers were unknown [1] . We generalized "Cultural Consensus Theory" procedures to aggregate and present preliminary analyses of data from several perceptual identification tasks.
New modeling and empirical results presented illustrate that individual response variation found in tested perceptual tasks is wellaccommodated by the procedures, that individual differences producing response variation in the tasks enhances estimation of underlying patterns in group responses and are useful for deriving a normative response model for the domain, and parameters inherent in the analyses provide useful indices of (a) observer "expertise" and individual variation from an underlying shared "truth", (b) "correct answer" estimation, and (c) shared group response coherence or consensus.
Our investigations address a specific challenge related to archival handwritten-document processing, namely, how to analyze data collected from crowdsourced tasks which aim to convert a large corpus of handwritten material, recorded using different writing styles, into a digitally addressable database. The corpus at issue here is the 23,000 page Robert E. MacLaury color categorization archive -an anthropological color cognition survey that includes data from 116 indigenous languages from mesoamerica, plus 70 languages sampled from major continents worldwide ( [2] ; http://colcat.calit2.uci.edu).
A description of the archive's extensive features is provided elsewhere [3] , but based on similar examples (see [4] ) an archive of this size and complexity could require at least 12 years to fully transcribe (if daily an individual expert converted 5 data pages). Also, because the archive's data is (i) recorded using at least 142 different cursive/printing styles, often using different alphabet scripts, and (ii) is largely of degraded optical quality, the development of a general machine-learning approach to transcribe the archive remains a challenge (although preliminary advances [5] suggest optical character recognition might provide a portion of a transcription solution when combined with methods reported here).
For these reasons, alternative methods were sought for quickly transcribing the archive across individuals and for intelligently aggregating transcription products given the expectation that individual response variation would likely exist. Here we report partial results from (1) novel crowdsourced designs aiming to collect the data to digitize the entire MacLaury archive; and (2) efficient aggregation methods customized to combine perceptual-identification transcription data across observers in a principled manner when (a) variations in stimuli are expected to contribute both uncertainty and systematic bias to observers' data, and (b) individual differences departing from correct identificaCitation: Jameson, K. A., Deshpande, P.S., Tauber, S., Chang, S. M.& Gago, S. (2016)
tion of graphemic stimuli are likely to be predictable given what is known regarding perceptual confusability among alpha-numeric symbols (cf. [6] ).
Crowdsourced transcription designs
To facilitate large-scale, rapid, collection of transcribed information derived from image scans of the archive's 23,000 pages, a series of empirical investigations were designed involving "simulated crowdsourcing" done in the laboratory and actual internet-based crowdsourced data collected via Amazon's Mechanical Turk platform (M-turk). Crowdsourcing is frequently used when very large databases or corpora require evaluation or input from multiple participants.
Existing online examples range from projects to transcribe the collected works of philosopher Jeremy Bentham (blogs.ucl.ac.uk/transcribe bentham/), to great historical projects such as transcribing Jeremiah White Graves's farm journal (beta. f romthepage.com/collection/show?collection i d = 5) and the Civil War Diaries & Letters Transcription Project (digital.lib.uiowa.edu/cwd/), or the USGS/PWRC North American Bird Phenology Program which transcribes handwritten records of migratory bird activities in North America (www.pwrc.usgs.gov/BPP/v4/index.php). Approaches we use permit unpacking large transcription challenges -converting pages of data -into smaller, more manageable, problems -such as a portion of a data page -for which piecewise solutions can be sought, and can be implemented, in part, as automated procedures, all of which make it appropriate and useful for converting the MacLaury archive. 
"Crowdsourcing" in the laboratory
Several transcription task designs were developed for the general aim of assessing whether crowdsourcing methods were (a) feasible as an approach for transcribing the kind of data in the MacLaury corpus, and (b) if, of the several designs tested, the tasks provided analyzable and useful transcription data. Major task design consideration was given to accuracy of the transcribed product, speed of transcription, and expense. Designs were based on the idea that transcription of hand-coded data in the MacLaury archive were reducible to a set of perceptual identification type tasks. Table 1 summarizes 7 tasks that were designed for investigating several different archive data formats. Only Tasks 4 and 7 which use reCAPTCHA procedures are described here. Details of all data formats are reported in [7] .
Subjects and Design
Design 4 Participants (N=30) were recruited from the University of California, Irvine, School of Social Sciences Human Subjects Pool to collect human transcription responses for a small portion of the archive. The participants received course extracredit for completing seven perceptual transcription tasks in onehour. Investigations were performed with participants' informed consent. All procedures used adhered to protocols based upon the world medical association declaration of Helsinki ethical principles for research involving human subjects, and were approved by the ethical review board of the University of California, Irvine. Figure 2 illustrates the Design 4 entry screen for which one of the four reCAPTCHA-type tasks used (see Table 1 ) to transcribe freelisted color naming data in the survey. A "re-CAPTCHA" is essentially a free-response, fill-in-the-blank, type task in which a distorted or degraded image of letters and numbers is shown and the observer enters the keystrokes that reproduce the alpha-numeric string in the displayed image, usually to verify they are not an internet-trawling robot (see a general example in Figure 1 , also see [8] ). Scanned images of data-sheets used in Design 4 consisted of handwritten abbreviated codes for freelisted color category names, organized in a tabular format corresponding to a color array widely used in cross-linguistic color category research (see [4] , [2] ). Thus, the format of input data for this piloted "crowdsourced" transcription task resembled a checkerboard of cells containing handwritten strings of 2 or more letters. Participants' task was to identify the coded string at each Alpha-row and Numeric-column position, and to enter it using keystrokes in the corresponding cell in the response field (see [7] for further details). Figure 2 shows that confidence judgments were also collected in Design 4 for each reCAPTCHA string provided, but those results are not reported here. The specific aim of Design 4 was to evaluate the use of reCAPTCHA transcription methods for the MacLaury archive using a simulated crowdsourcing format. Analyses of these data are discussed in Results below.
Crowdsourcing on Mechanical Turk
Efficient and accurate transcription of the MacLaury archive using internet-based crowdsourcing requires implementing transcription tasks on a platform like Amazon's Mechanical Turk. Below we discuss a M-turk implementation variant of Table 1 's Design 7. In general, implementing designs across both lab-based and M-turk platforms required slight formatting and task display variations. However, resulting minor variations were not to a degree that altered the difficulty or the basic design of tasks assessed. For example, Figure 3 illustrates reCAPTCHA Design 7 datasheet stimulus only (the response area -not shown -is similar to the response fields shown in Figure 2 ). Compared to Figure 2 's naming range stimuli, Design 7 images of category focus stimuli are sparse, needing far fewer items transcribed (see [3] ) for definition of archive data types). Nevertheless, the task for our transcription goal remains the same: namely, reproduce with keystrokes the contents of checkerboard cells that contain handwritten letter strings.
Another example of a between-implementation difference is that Design 7 on M-turk shows an entire stimulus page in Figure 3 whereas the preliminary lab-based implementation presented only the portion of the stimulus (outlined here in black to depict this cross-platform difference). Despite such differences in the specific number of judgments on an M-turk screen compared to that in the lab-based studies, this did not effect the quality of responses (indeed, as reported below, the M-turk participants providing a greater number of Design 7 responses actually provided equally or more reliable and consistent data).
Subjects and Design
Design 7's participants or M-turk workers were recruited using Amazon Services M-turk platform (www.mturk.com) to complete a Human Intelligence Tasks (or "HITs") providing transcription responses. Twenty-two individuals participated in HITs (some completing more than one HIT) evaluating 3 different archive data-sheets. Here we report on only 10 workers who contributed to transcription results for Figure 3 's stimuli. Participants were US citizens above the age of 18 and native English speakers, compensated at $1.50 per hour. Similar to Design 4, informed consent was obtained, via the M-turk platform, as approved by the University of California Irvine Institutional Review Board.
As with Design 4, participants' task was to identify the coded string at each Alpha-row and Numeric-column position, and to enter it using keystrokes in the corresponding cell in the response field. Unlike Design 4, Design 7 did not assess confidence judgments for each reCAPTCHA string provided. The specific aim of Design 7 was to evaluate the M-turk crowdsourcing platform for obtaining a perceptually-based transcription of the MacLaury archive, and to serve as a comparison for subject performance in parallel lab-based investigations. Analyses of Design 7 data are discussed in Results section below. Design 7 stimulus mock-up illustrating both laboratory-based study stimuli (items within the black frame) and the M-turk crowdsourced study stimuli (items within and outside the frame) for one of the stimulus images assessed.
Implementing a Multiple-Choice Bayesian Consensus Theory
Here we greatly summarize the Multiple-Choice Bayesian Consensus Theory approach, used in the present investigations, which is developed and discussed in detail elsewhere by Deshpande and colleagues. [7] For the purposes of aggregating, analyzing and evaluating the transcription results collected via the above mentioned designs, we [7] generalized procedures that were originally developed for evaluating general knowledge and information domains across groups of individuals where the underlying correct answers were unknown. [1] The original model called "Cultural Consensus Theory," or CCT, is a formal process model whose analyses permit inference and estimation of (i) shared latent knowledge for assessed domains (or, in this case, "true" transcriptions), (ii) individual ability, or participant "competence," and (iii) measures of item difficulty and response bias based upon patterns inherent to participants' response data. The original form of CCT [1] has been recently modified to incorporate a Bayesian informant model approach, providing extensive model developments for dichotomous, or "true/false," choice data. [9] In order to extend the original CCT model, which uses a subjectwise guessing bias appropriate for general information type questions, we chose to enrich the model underlying Dichtomous Bayesian form of CCT [9] to handle N-alternative forced-choice and free response data formats. To do this we modified the model to better address response-option perceptual confusability by eliminating individual subject guessing bias parameters and adding guessing bias parameters for each stimulus item. The revised model assumes that each item has its own bias (linked to an item's distinctive feature confusability with other response options) that is shared across all individuals to the extent that individuals perceptually process the stimuli in the same ways. We consider this novel itemwise bias model to be appropriate for this kind of transcription task because perceptual confusability is the basis for correctly identifying letter strings for transcription -as opposed to general semantic knowledge or general information question type tasks. In analyses below we refer to the developed multiple-alternative CCT models with different guessing bias configurations as the "subjectwise CCT model" and the "itemwise CCT model".
Although other Bayesian CCT formats have been explored, to our knowledge no Bayesian CCT model has been developed for multiple-choice / free response formats where the number of response alternatives is greater than two. Moreover, with few exceptions (e.g., [11] ) CCT it has not been applied to the aggregation of data collected from perceptually-based tasks.
Since CCT was designed for general knowledge domains, how do we know it will work for aggregating data from the kind of perceptual-based judgments that are inherent to transcribing handwritten corpora? Some existing cognitive-perceptual investigations previously used human subject judgments for alphabetic symbols and aggregated responses using CCT. [11, 10] That is, in those investigations CCT measures showed Consensus Theory was appropriate for the domain, and CCT analyses were found to: (a) objectively identify individuals known to be "experts" from within a sample of participants with heterogenous expertise; (b) provide "correct answer" estimates for perceptuallybased questions which were in agreement with an underlying cognitive model of perceptual confusability of items; and (c) be capable of objectively estimating item reliability for the domain, thereby identifying "well-formed" and "uncertain" question/stimulus items in a manner compatible with an underlying model of perceptual confusability among items. Such results suggest Bayesian CCT may be useful for the present investigations.
In brief, the present approach aims to use internet-based transcription tasks to collect transcription responses across many individuals, for small portions of a handwritten corpus, which subsequently will be aggregated and analyzed by CCT towards producing an accurate crowdsourced transcription product of the entire corpus. The approach breaks up the large transcription challenge into smaller tasks that are distributed across participants. The expectation is that the piecewise transcription design and its analyses will effectively handle individual differences in transcription data to derive the correct transcription. Finally, although crowdsourcing typically uses large subject samples, as discussed below the present approach employs smarter analyses of smaller samples, using CCT's formal process model, aiming to produce solutions that are as robust as those from large amounts of "averaged" data, and is thus likely to provide a quick, cost effective approach, which -due to it's way of handling potential response bias -may yield superior transcription results. Further description of specifics of the modeling of the crowdsourced tasks, their implementation, extensions of CCT using a Bayesian framework and the results of several other tasks are described elsewhere. [7] Results Findings are presented for Designs 4 and 7 investigations only. Results for the other Table 1 task results in that support findings presented here, as well as extensive model assessment and analysis of each design in Table 1 is describe elsewhere. [7] Results summarized below aim to demonstrate whether (a) crowdsourcing is a viable approach for collecting transcription data for the MacLaury archive stimuli, and (b) whether our novel use of CCT proves useable as a data aggregation approach given the perceptual-identification nature of the transcription tasks at investigated. Initial analyses examined whether quality of responses collected across two platforms were comparable, if CCT aggregation procedures were appropriate for these data, and how individual differences in the data impacted the fit of the CCT data aggregation tool and model for these data. Table 2 summarizes CCT analyses comparing 30 lab-based participants and 10 M-Turk participants based on the nine stimuli both investigations assessed (see Figure 3 caption). Rows 1-4 provide the lab-based CCT results, and rows 5-8 provide M-turk platform results, for two different bias models ("Ss wise" and "Itemwise", and for cases where data from a single expert responder "Ex" was additionally analysed.
Variable response patterns versus response uniformity across individuals
Important Table 2 results, for all 8 cases considered, are: (1) Mean participant competence (µ(comp)) obtained from CCT analysis indicates high levels of participant agreement, suggesting a latent "truth" underlying knowledge shared within the groups for this perceptual classification task, and the appropriateness of the CCT approach employed for this task. (2) Mean CCT item difficulty (µ(itemdiff.) is uniformly low, conveying that the nine questions assessed were well-formed and were responded to by transcribers in a manner that correlated with individual competence. And, (3) for all cases, estimated correct "answers" obtained from CCT-aggregated transcription data, corresponded 100% with the known correct answers for all 9 items evaluated (not shown in Table 2 ). In addition, results concerning CCT's appropriateness suggest that M-turk results (based on 10 participants) are on-par, or trending better, than those observed from the lab-based investigation (based on 30 participants).
These three results indicate that the crowdsourcing designs and CCT modeling are appropriate and useful as an aggregation method for the present transcription data. Similar results were obtained from analyses on different sets of the archive's images, for larger numbers of items, and different participants. In all cases considered, the appropriateness of CCT for aggregating transcription data was robustly demonstrated.
To expand on the comparison just described, additional analyses comparing the lab-based and M-turk based investigations reveal how individual differences in response data were accommodated by the CCT analyses. Figure 4 shows the distributions of participant Design 7 responses for nine items assessed in both the laboratory (shown at left in panel a) and the M-Turk platforms (at right in panel b).
In Figure 4 nine radial wedges of color convey response homogeneity observed for nine transcription items assessed, which are outlined by a black frame in Figure 3 . Figure 4 (a)'s concentric circles depict 30 participants' responses for nine sequentially numbered items in the lab-based study. Whereas panel (b)'s concentric circles display 10 different participants' responses, independently assessed via M-Turk, for the same sequence of 9 items. Where shown, a wedge of uniform color (excepting lines demarking participants) indicates an item that was uniformly responded to by all participants, and wedges with concentric stripes of varying color show items for which participants provided transcription variations. Response variants observed for the nine items (1 to 9, respectively, left to right) appear grouped in the legend underneath the plots shown, and provide the key for plot color-codes used. Finally, the outermost concentric circle in both panels shows estimated "correct answers" for each of the nine items as derived from CCT analyses of the respective group data. To the degree that the color code of the outermost ring of a given wedge duplicates that seen in the remaining portion of that wedge, the estimated "answer" for that item is tracking a majority rule choice. Conversely, if the color of a given wedge's outermost ring differs from more than 50% of it's remaining area, then CCT's estimated "answer" for that wedge deviates from a majority rule choice. Three observations can be made of Figure 4 . First, both investigations exhibit individual differences in participant's response patterns as shown by variegated color striping within a given wedge. Specifically, in the lab-based investigation (30 participants)14% of responses deviated from the known correct response, whereas in the M-Turk investigation (10 participants) 7% or responses deviated from the known correct response.
Moreover, for 3 items responded to by both groups with the greatest variability -that is, items 2, 3, and 4 in the respective Figure 4 diagrams -there is considerable individual variation in response patterns which approximates near-equal splits in preferences for response options. This kind of individual variation is captured by quantitative indices arising from CCT analyses, but is potentially problematic for majority-rule based aggregation approaches, as it is a response data feature that may be overlooked if responses are merely averaged and the underlying distributions of participants responses are not carefully examined.
Second, in both Figure 4 investigations, invariably when an incorrect transcription response was provided, the alternate responses were either (i) omissions, or, more commonly, (ii) were perceptually similar to -or shared distinctive features with -the correct answers. An example of this is found in the second legend entry in Figure 4 shows "Ci" (uppercase "C" with lowercase "I") and "Cl" (uppercase "C" with lowercase "L") were alternate responses observed for stimulus item 2 shown in cell H-25 of Figure  3 . This supports the earlier suggestion that this transcription task resembles a perceptual-identification task, as opposed to a general information type task, and supports development of the present form of CCT that employs an item-bias model (before any forms of subject-bias are incorporated) for similar kinds of transcription data aggregation jobs.
Third, and most importantly, even in the presence of individual response differences both investigations find that the estimated correct answers produced by both CCT analyses arrive at the same correct-answer key for the 9 items considered here, and that answer-key reproduced the actual correct answer for all 9 items assessed. In this case, these items were robustly estimated regardless of whether 10 or 30 participants were assessed, regardless of whether an item was responded to homogeneously or not, and regardless of whether a "majority vote," "modal" answer, or even a near equal split in responses might suggest an alternative "correct" answer.
While the findings summarized above are preliminary, they are additionally supported by analyses done on similar investigations carried out using many more items, and obtained using other transcription task designs (Table 1) , using varying numbers of participants. See [7] for further investigations.
Robustness under sample size variation
In addition to analyses discussed above, further analyses were conducted to determine if CCT results remained robust and produced comparable findings when based on sample sizes smaller than those typically seen in cognitive and psychological science investigations (n =⇠ 30), and, in particular, would robustness be found in cases where two equally popular response strategies existed for some items. It should be noted that CCT was designed for scenarios where small-sized samples (6-10 participants) are typical, as is common in anthropological investigations, and it is been suggested by the developers of CCT that, majority choice rule and CCT typically lead to the same results when estimating correct answers from a large number of informants (pp. 79-81 of [1] , pp. 327-8 [12] ). By comparison, CCT developers assert that for small numbers of informants and heterogeneous competencies (a.k.a. individual differences or individual variations in expertise), CCT's answer-key estimation procedures easily permit a minority of informants with higher competencies to outweigh a majority of informants with lower competencies. This is the mechanism by which CCT's underlying formal model permits accurate estimation of correct answers using smaller groups of participants than would typically be needed when using a majority choice aggregation rule. The question is whether this feature of the data aggregation procedures can be use to benefit of the present large-scale transcription problem.
To investigate whether CCT would perform satisfactorily when aggregating data from smaller participant samples, we computed CCT analyses on subsets of data from 30 individuals, participating in Design 4, for which two strategies for some items were observed (e.g., the above mentioned response alternatives "Ci" and "Cl" for perceptually ambiguous stimuli). The subsets were constructed by randomly drawing samples of size 8, and included 4 individuals randomly drawn from the pool of participants who adopted one strategy and 4 additional individuals who adopted an alternative strategy.
Five such subset samples were drawn, one after another, with replacement. CCT analyses were carried out on all five subsets, the results of which are presented in Table 3 , where they are compared with CCT analyses using Design 4's total sample of size 30. Table 3 's trends for these 8 participant subgroups suggest, for this example, that 8 participants are as informative and useful for correct transcription estimation as that seen with 30 participants (Table 3 , row 6). Thus, while this analysis is preliminary, its results accord with the original aims of CCT [1] , and suggest that additional bootstrapping or empirical investigations addressing this issue may confirm that CCT is appropriate for modeling data from crowdsourced sample sizes much smaller than 30 participants. Objectively identifying "expertise"
One valuable feature of CCT over other standard aggregation approaches is that CCT uses principled model-based procedures to provide "competence" estimates for each participant when analyzing a dataset. One advantage of such competence estimates is that they provide an objective index of individual expertise even when there is large variability across participants' response patterns. The utility of this was previously demonstrated in earlier investigations using CCT to assess the graphemic well-formedness of alphabetic items [10, 11] . For example, Figure 5 uses existing data [11] to show that, based solely on response data, participants who are known to be experts in typeface design (i.e., employees of Adobe Systems, Palo Alto, CA) can be objectively identified by CCT "competence" indices as typeface design "experts" when compared to college undergraduate participants with no training in symbol system design. The research also showed that in addition to Adobe "experts" having higher average competence measures, even specializations in Adobe participants' expertise could be differentiated by CCT competence indices as shown by the plotted competence-based differences between of typeface designers of kanji/kana symbol systems ( Figure 5 's 2 outliers scoring the lowest competence in the "Expert" column of the graph), relative typeface designers expert in Latin-based symbol systems, receiving higher competence measures in the analyses.
The relevance of this to the present investigations is that when differences in individual response patterns are found in crowdsourced transcription data, CCT analyses of such data may permit objective identification of both experts and non-experts in a sample, and response patterns of identified experts in a sample can be used to resolve transcription ambiguity, similar to the example illustrated described below. 
Can individual response variation help disambiguate competing transcription solutions?
Both CCT and majority rule-like approaches work very well as aggregation methods when response patterns across individuals are mostly homogeneous. However, one advantage of CCT over standard methods of data aggregation is that it performs equally well under circumstances when there is substantial variability in the response patterns of participants in a sample.
To illustrate the usefulness CCT indices that can identify expertise in transcription data, we can first examine analyses of all 29 M-turk responses from Design 7 which nicely illustrate how CCT analyses out-perform majority-choice aggregation methods when individual response variation does not easily disambiguate among two equally likely response options. That is, for all 29 M-turk items in Figure 3 analyses using both itemwise and subjectwise bias models correctly inferred transcription solutions for 28 of the 29 M-turk items. The one item that both models inferred incorrectly was "namwu-" (row H, col. 6 of Figure 3) . Examination of the actual participant response data for these 29 items shows that four of the ten M-turk participants provided the known-correct transcription for the "namwu-" item, while the remaining 6 participant majority provided incorrect transcriptions (4 responding "narnwu-", 1 responding "namwy", and 1 nonresponder).
However, more to the point, when the transcription responses of an "expert" participant -that is, someone with advance knowledge of the correct answers -were added to the group's data analyses, both itemwise bias and subjectwise bias models produced the correct transcription solution for the previously incorrectly estimated "namwu-" item. Thus, even when the majority of participant responses were still incorrect (5 correct responses of "namwu-", 6 incorrect responses), the addition of an expert respondent produced a weighting scenario in CCT procedures that correctly allowed a minority choice-option to be identified as the best option for the estimated correct-answer for that item.
This preliminary result is consistent with findings from similar investigations on symbol system processing [11] , and suggests that for this perceptual-identification task CCT methods are (i) robust against the uncertainty that contributes to individual variation in participants' responses, and (ii) incorporating the data of a single "expert" in CCT analyses may result in more reliable transcription solutions.
When individual differences make transcription data equivocal, how do the two bias models compare? Given the foregoing example of how individual response variation can give rise to equivocal transcription items (e.g.,"namwu-"), it is useful to detail the differences between our itemwise bias CCT model compared to a standard subjectwise bias CCT model, and to examine how the two versions of the model vary with respect to the observed response uncertainty associated with equivocal items like "namwu-". Figure 6 shows two forms of model predictions for "namwu-" depicted as histograms, as well as a curve depicting the observed response distributions for the alternatives answers for items. The comparison shows that, in both cases, histogram bars (model predictions) generally coincide with the connected line of the data's distribution of responses (dashed line), illustrating that both item-wise and subject-wise models produced good results and correct answer keys. However, in the itemwise graph (bottom panel of Figure 6 ) there is a trend showing less of a separation between the model prediction histograms and the dashed line showing the distribution of observed responses. This suggests that, for this item, the itemwise model appears to be better at reproducing the response patterns in the human data than does the subjectwise model. This kind of result has been previously observed for several additional equivocal items, using different data and separate analyses, and is reported in detail elsewhere. [7] Thus, even though our preliminary results show that the standard CCT form of subjectwise modeling can infer sensible answer keys much of the time, for this task subjectwise bias tends to model the actual response data less well than the itemwise modeling does. This result, in conjunction others [7] , provides further confidence in the notion that data arising from perceptual confusability among transcription choice options is likely to involve some form of item-bias, in addition to forms of systematic subject bias that may be possible in this task.
Summary
For the purpose of investigating whether crowdsourcing methods are feasible as an approach for transcribing perceptually ambiguous information of the kind found in the MacLaury archive, and for illustrating the appropriateness of CCT as a data aggregation approach under two different data collection platforms, we have shown:
• reCAPTCH-based task designs were found useful for providing reliably transcribed portions of the archive, and were robust across both lab and internet-based platforms.
• Transcription products obtained from both platforms (i) could be aggregated across individuals with varying expertise in ways that robustly recovered the know latent truth, and (ii) were modeled appropriately using the principled theory on which CCT analyses are based.
• CCT remains robust even when individual differences give rise to response pattern variation across sampled individuals (whereas individual differences are often discounted or handled as "outliers" by standard aggregation methods).
• CCT was shown to be robust for both small and large sample sizes (where standard aggregation methods are typically problematic with small sample sizes).
• CCT is able to robustly estimate "correct" answers to perceptually-based questions for which the input stimulus alone may limit disambiguation of confusable options (e.g., for degraded/confusable letter-string stimuli with distinctive feature similarities, such as"ci," "cl" or "c1").
• CCT can disambiguate response uncertainty arising within a sample, especially for cases where computing a standard mean or modal response from a survey may be problematic (e.g., when informant groups exhibit ⇠ 50/50 split response patterns), or where majority-rule aggregation procedures produce unrepresentative results. • CCT's principled aggregation approach is designed to handle variable response patterns arising from individual differences within a sample, and is able to objectively identify differences arising from "expertise." And,
• CCT succeeds in aggregating group data by using relative weights (based on individual's estimated competence) to intelligently determine the impact each individual's response data should have on estimating the correct"answers" for the questions assessed.
In accord with our previous work [7] , the findings for the present perceptual classification task suggest that CCT procedures provide a viable alternative for aggregating perceptual data which makes principled use of -rather than deemphasizing -individual differences in participants' response patterns, and permits identification of domain-specific individual expertise from the individual variation in the data. The findings reported here are also supported by investigations carried out using additional participants, different designs, and additional stimuli. More further discussion, as well as supporting results, are detailed elsewhere. [7] It is noteworthy that features of the present transcription problem and approach may apply elsewhere. The perceptual nature of our tasks differ from general information surveys or opinion-poll data, as suggested earlier, in that response bias is likely to be item-based rather than associated with individual informants, accommodating the likely event of more than one valid decision strategy when targets are ambiguous.
Our initial work in this area [7] is, to our knowledge, the first systematic application of CCT analyses to data from perceptual processing tasks that emphasize detection of graphemic targets from a generative cognitive symbol space. Such tasks differ from those that assess domains invovling general knowledge type questions, to which CCT is typically applied. CCT has previously been successfully used to assess whether color deficient participants could achieve color naming consensus in the absence of a perceptual comparison strategy for confusable color stimuli ( [14] ), and the present results additionally suggest that CCT is useful for data aggregation in investigations that assess perceptual stimuli in visual processing domains when distinctive feature properties are used as a basis for disambiguating stimulus targets from distractor stimuli.
This investigation proposes an intelligent model of data aggregation that may permit trading off smarter data for bigger data, and give a more economical approach to accurately deriving robust results using internet-based crowdsourcing methods. As such, this present data analysis procedure and modeling approach shows promise for aggregating data from other perceptual-like tasks that have recently used crowdsourcing, such as visual search campaigns for locating downed airliners using satellite data (www.tomnod.com/), assisting disaster relief efforts on the ground through photos taken in disaster-affected areas (geotagx.org/), mapping features of ocean floors (exploretheseafloor.net.au/), or global environmental monitoring (/www.geowiki.org/), to name a few.
